
RAH Lunar New Year Celebration
Collab with ACA

Activities
- Calligraphy demos/tutorials

-
- Fortune drawing ( https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/O-mikuji )

-

Crafts
- Lantern making

-   How To Make A Chinese Paper Lantern | Fun Kids Activities
- Coin Envelope Making

- https://www.tiktok.com/@hehetanju/video/6945096947724242182?is_copy_url=1&is_
from_webapp=v1 / https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qF6-kJp2l90 (this is a formal
video if you don’t wanna like. Show a tiktok haha but it’s a bit longer)

- EMA board
- (Ema (絵馬, lit. "picture-horse") are small wooden plaques, common to Japan, in which

Shinto and Buddhist worshippers write prayers or wishes. The ema are left hanging up at

the shrine, where the kami (spirits or gods) are believed to receive them.[1]: 25  Typically 15
cm wide and 9 cm high, they often carry images or are shaped like animals, or symbols
from the zodiac, Shinto, or the particular shrine or temple)

- “Ema” Wooden Plaques for make your wish Japanese Shinto Shrine 絵馬 書き方 …
- Origami demos/tutorials (not necessarily LNY)
- Watercolor/ink painting

- Learn to Watercolor Koi Fish! | simple tutorial

Games
- Yut Nori (major LNY game - Korean)

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MvwZFLtSTfw&ab_channel=Poytiano
- Jegichagi (Korean
- DDakji (Korean) (could also be crafts as you would make it yourself) (also Squid Game)

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hRoeCdhdLZ0
- https://www.thesprucecrafts.com/how-to-make-korean-ddakji-game-2541008

- Mahjong (Chinese)
- Dalgona (Korean, not LNY)  (might attract a lot of attention cuz of Squid Game) (also food)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CeZKYGmuZn0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HCPdBVyzhTA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ujyOlFE6p9A
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/O-mikuji
https://www.tiktok.com/@hehetanju/video/6945096947724242182?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1
https://www.tiktok.com/@hehetanju/video/6945096947724242182?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qF6-kJp2l90
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wood
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shinto
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buddhist
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shinto_shrine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kami
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ema_(Shinto)#cite_note-Reader-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zodiac
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MvwZFLtSTfw&ab_channel=Poytiano
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hRoeCdhdLZ0
https://www.thesprucecrafts.com/how-to-make-korean-ddakji-game-2541008


- Dou Dizhu(Chinese)   (fight the landlord)
-

Giveaways
- Ra�e (potential idea: if you’re wearing red, extra ra�e ticket eligibility)

- Ramen
- Mochi
- LNY sweets
- Red envelopes (gift card maybe?)

- Lucky bamboo (free for all students, RAH does it often)

Questions
- Are any other clubs working on this event?
- Can we get non-Gourmet Dining?
- Are the costs to be covered by ACA or RAH?
- Can we do a ra�e?

- Would the funds be provided by RAH?
- Extra ticket for wearing red?

Decorations
- Bamboo
- Red streamers
- Paper lanterns
- Informative posters

- Mythology
- Rat and the other zodiac animals

- https://www.chinahighlights.com/travelguide/chinese-zodiac/story.ht
m

- Explain the games, decorations,
- Spotify playlist

https://www.chinahighlights.com/travelguide/chinese-zodiac/story.htm
https://www.chinahighlights.com/travelguide/chinese-zodiac/story.htm

